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Disappearance of Integer Quantum Hall Effect
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The disappearance of integer quantum Hall effect (IQHE) at strong disorder and weak magnetic
field is studied in a lattice model. A generic sequence by which the IQHE plateaus disappear is
revealed: higher IQHE plateaus always vanish earlier than lower ones, and extended levels betwee
those plateaus do not float up in energy but keep merging together after the destruction of plateaus. A
of these features remain to be true in the weak-field limit as shown by the thermodynamic localization
length calculation. Topological characterization in terms of Chern integers provides a simple
physical explanation and suggests a qualitative difference between the lattice and continuum model
[S0031-9007(96)02207-7]

PACS numbers: 73.40.Hm, 71.30.+h, 73.20.Jc
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It is an important issue how the integer quantum H
effect vanishes in the weak magnetic-field limit. Seve
years ago, Khmel’nitzkii [1] and Laughlin [2] both argue
that extended states at the centers of Landau le
would not disappear discontinuously or merge togeth
but should rather float up indefinitely towards high
energy to pass the Fermi level. This argument is a
a key scenario in the global phase diagram propo
by Kivelson, Lee, and Zhang [3] for the quantum Ha
effect. As a consequence, a direct transition from
higher IQHE state to an insulator state is forbidden [
Recently such a floating picture for extended states
been challenged by a numerical study by Liuet al. [4]
based on a tight binding model (TBM), in which extend
levels as represented by peaks of a finite-size localiza
length are found to disappear without changing th
position at strong disorder. It indicates that the transit
of IQHE states to an insulator occurs without involving
floating up of extended states. However, Yang and Bh
[5] recently argued that this feature in a lattice model m
not be contradictory to the conventional floating pictu
in the continuum limit. The argument goes as follow
They observed that in the TBM the critical strengthWc

of disorder by which all extended states vanish is roug
Wc , 6t (t is the hopping integral) at different magnet
flux strengths. If such afinite Wc indeed persists into
the weak magnetic-field case, a weaker disorder stren
(W , Wc) will not be able to destroy extended states a
the only way to get into an insulator phase in the wea
field limit would be a floating up of extended levels a
suggested by Khmel’nitzkii and Laughlin.

As these numerical calculations based on the TBM
all performed in relatively strong magnetic fields, on
needs more conclusive evidences in order to resolve
above controversy and make the case relevant to
weak-field limit, which is of experimental interest. In th
paper, we reexamine this problem in both strong andweak
magnetic fields and present convincing results with reg
to the physical mechanism of the disappearance of
0031-9007y97y78(2)y318(4)$10.00
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IQHE and its behavior in the weak-field limit. First, we
show a systematic destruction of the IQHE at strong dis
der, in which the IQHE plateaus are found to be destroy
in a one-by-one order from high to low energies. Durin
such a process, extended levels separating different IQ
plateaus merge together and then disappear without flo
ing up in energy, and the lowest extended level is the l
to vanish at a critical disorder strengthWc. Such a pic-
ture for destroying the IQHE is shown to persist into th
weak-fieldlimit, where Wc is found to decrease continu
ously with the decrease of magnetic fields, and can
extrapolated to zero at zero field limit, contrary to a field
independentWc as suggested in Refs. [5,6]. A topologi
cal reason for such a destruction of the IQHE by disord
is given based on the Chern number which characteri
extended states [7]: nonzero Chern integers with oppo
sign are moving down from the band center to annihila
those in the lower-energy extended levels, and eventua
a total annihilation of Chern numbers leads to a glob
insulating phase. In contrast to the finite-size localizatio
length calculation in Ref. [4], though, we find that neigh
boring extended levels do merge together before th
disappearance, as the result of moving and annihilat
of Chern numbers.

The TBM Hamiltonian is given as follows:

H  2
X
kijl

eiaij c
y
i cj 1 H.c. 1

X
i

wic
y
i ci ,

where the hopping integralt is taken as the unit, andc
y
i

is a fermionic creation operator withkijl referring to two
nearest neighboring sites. A uniform magnetic flux p
plaquette is given asf 

P
h aij  2pyM, where the

summation runs over four links around a plaquette. A
wi is a random potential with strengthjwi j # Wy2 (note
that the disorder strengthW here is twice bigger than tha
defined in Ref. [5]), and the white noise limit is considere
with no correlation among different sites forwi .

An overall picture for the Hall conductance calculate
by the Kubo formula is shown in Fig. 1 with the flux
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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strength f  2py8 (only E , 0 part is shown here)
At weaker disordersW  1d, three well-defined IQHE
plateaus atsH  ne2yh sn  1, 2, 3d are clearly shown
corresponding to four Landau levels centered at the ju
of the Hall conductance atE # 0. With W increasing
from 1 to 6, one sees a systematic destruction of th
IQHE plateaus. For instance, atW  2 then  3 plateau
is the first beginning to disappear, while atW  3 and 4
the n  2 IQHE plateau starts to vanish too. Meantim
the lowest plateau still remains well defined atW  4
and, in the inset of Fig. 1, such an  1 IQHE plateau
region is partially shown at different sample sizes, wh
all the curves cross at a fixed point corresponding
the Hall conductance12 e2yh which is to be extrapolate
to a sharp step of jump in the thermodynamic lim
By contrast, in those higher energy regions without
plateaus the Hall conductance is seen to monotonic
decrease at larger lattice sizes. A breakdown of the low
IQHE plateau is eventually found at largerW ’s (W  6
case is shown in Fig. 1). Hall conductances at wea
flux strengths withM  11, 16, and 24 all exhibit the
similar generic features as in Fig. 1.

A key thing to understand the above evolution of IQH
plateaus is the localization-delocalization transition. I
a well-known fact that in the IQHE an extended st
can be characterized by a topological index, namely
nonzero Chern integer [7]. And the boundary-conditio
averaged Hall conductance is a summation of all th
Chern numbers carried by states below Fermi surf
[7,8]: ksHsEf dl  e2yh

P
´m,Ef

Csmd, where the Chern
numberCsmd is always an integer. (Numerically we hav
checked at8 3 8 and16 3 16 lattice sizes thatksHl co-
incides well with the Hall conductance in Fig. 1 obtain
with the periodical boundary condition. There is a top
logical reason [9] why the quantization of Hall condu

FIG. 1. The Hall conductancesH as a function of energyE
is plotted for different disorder strengthW ’s, at a lattice size
16 3 16. The inset shows the evolution of then  1 IQHE
plateau atW  4 with lattice size varying form8 3 8 s¶d,
16 3 16 s≤d, to 24 3 24 s1d.
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tance is not sensitive to the boundary condition.) Sin
its distribution in the thermodynamic limit decides d
localization regions, one may define states with nonz
Chern integers as extended states and calculate the
responding density of extended statesrext [8]. The re-
sults are presented in Fig. 2 with the same flux stren
as in Fig. 1. At W  1 (weak disorder), well-defined
peaks ofrext are located at centers of Landau-level ban
separated by localized regions represented by plateau
Fig. 1. Widths of these peaks will approach zero in t
thermodynamic limit [8]. Total Chern number for each
three lower-energy peaks is found to be exactly11, which
is the reason leading to three quantized Hall plateau
11, 12, and13 in units of e2yh shown in Fig. 1, when
the Fermi surface is located between these peaks.
last peak closest to the band center carries a total Ch
number23, which guarantees that the Hall conductan
in Fig. 1 falls back to zero beyond the third plateau wh
the Fermi energy approachesE  0. This is a peculiar
feature of a lattice model since, when the whole band
half-filled, the Hall conductance has to be zero. The
Chern integers are conserved as long as they are
separated by localization regions, just like the quanti
tion of the plateaus themselves.

The distribution of Chern integers (thus the extend
states) begins to qualitatively change at stronger disord
At W  2 and 3, two higher-energy peaks in Fig.
start to merge due to disorder scattering. Because th
two peaks carry total Chern numbers of11 and 23,
respectively, a mixing and annihilation of these Che
numbers results in a disappearance of the third plat
in Fig. 1, and leads to a substantial reduction of t
magnitude of the Hall conductance in that region. B
contrast, the lowest-energy peak remains separated f
the rest spectrum up toW  5. In the inset of Fig. 2,

FIG. 2. The density of extended statesrext versusE. Disor-
der strengthW ’s are the same as in Fig. 1 with a lattice siz
8 3 8 (about 400 random-potential configurations are use
The inset showsrext at W  4 with lattice sizes varying as
8 3 8 s≤d, 16 3 16 s3d, and24 3 24 spd.
319
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such a peak atW  4 as located at the energyEc1 .
23.4 is shown to become narrower and sharper w
the increase of lattice sizes, which indicates that a w
defined mobility edge still exists atEc1. Such a peak
disappears finally as the negative Chern numbers re
to the region aroundEc1 as shown atW  6, and we
find a monotonic decrease ofrext with larger lattice sizes
which corresponds to a localization in the whole regio
Therefore, the destruction of the IQHE at strong magne
fields in the TBM can be well understood physica
as due to a moving down of negative Chern integ
from band center, caused by strong disorders, which
with the positive Chern integers located at lower-ene
extended levels and eventually annihilate them, leadin
the insulator transition of the whole system.

Two questions remain to be answered here: First, s
only a finite-size analysis has been done so far, one
wonder if the above picture of the insulator transition
still to be true in the thermodynamic limit, and secon
whether such a picture also persists continuously int
weak magnetic-field case which is more relevant to
experimental situation. To answer the first question,
need to determine the thermodynamic localization len
by a standard finite-size scaling method [10,11]. T
results for the same field strength as in Figs. 1 and
are plotted in Fig. 3 for the case ofW  4 and 5. At
W  4, the thermodynamic localization length follows
scaling behaviorj , jE 2 Ec1j

2x with the exponentx 
2.4 6 0.1 on the two sides of the critical energyEc1, which
verifies the existence of a delocalization fixed point sho
in the inset of Fig. 1 (the extended-state positionEc1 
23.40 also coincides with the one previously determin
by the Chern number calculations). The localization len
j exhibits another divergence nearEc2 . 22.52 (rext in
the inset of Fig. 2 also shows a second peak here). Ab
Ec2 one finds the localization length to be always fin
up to the band center, indicating a localized region w
zero Hall conductance as the negative Chern integers m
down to Ec2. Thus, betweenEc1 and Ec2 there must
remain a Hall conductance plateau as shown in Fig
With W increasing from 4 to 5,Ec1 is only slightly reduced
(from 23.40 to 23.48), whereasEc2 moves down much
more quickly (from22.52 to 23.0), such that then  1
IQHE plateau betweenEc1 and Ec2 becomes narrower
and eventually these last two extended levels merge
disappear at a criticalWc. Correspondingly then  1
plateau vanishes in Fig. 1 beyond this point. Thus,
contrast to the finite-size localization-length calculatio
in Ref. [4] where all the peaks of the localization leng
remain unchanged before their disappearance, the pre
thermodynamic localization-length data clearly indicate
moving down and mixing of extended levels before th
disappear, consistent with the Chern number interpreta
for the transition.

The magnetic flux strengthf  2pyM at M  8 24
used in the previous calculations are relatively hi
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FIG. 3. Thermodynamic localization lengthj is shown as a
function of energyE at W  4 and 5, respectively. Critical
behaviors near divergent points are fit by scaling laws (s
text).

fields. In order to answer the second question about
weak-field limit, we have to reduce the field strengt
substantially. In the following we inspect this cas
by examining the critical disorderWc. Note that by
increasingW , we always find that higher-energy extende
levels disappear first, while the lowest one vanishes in t
last without floating up in energy (which actually slightly
shifts downwards). Then by following the evolution o
the lowest extended level which can be determined fro
the thermodynamic localization length, one can deci
a critical Wc, beyond which no extended states exist
the whole energy regime.Wc ’s obtained in this way are
shown in Fig. 4 versus1yM, the magnetic flux strength
in units of 2p. We have been able to reach a weak fie
as low asf  2py384 or M  384, and Fig. 4 shows
that Wc monotonically decreases with the magnetic-fie
strength which is extrapolated to zero at zero magne
field. This result is at variance with the conjecture mad
by Yang and Bhatt [5] about roughly a constantWc s,6d
at M ! ` as extrapolated from the data withinM , 13.
On the contrary,Wc in Fig. 4 is well fit by a 1y

p
M

law at M $ 16 which in turn meansWc ~
p

vc (vc

is the magnetic cyclotron energy and all quantities he
are dimensionless as scaled byt which is taken as the
unit). If one estimates the Landau level broadening
weak field asG , W2yt [4], thenG ~ vc is found at the
critical Wc. It implies that once the neighboring Landa
levels are coupled together due to the disorder scatteri
the negative Chern integers near the band center w
be able to flow all the way down to the band bottom
and lead to the insulator transition. In other words,
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FIG. 4. The critical strength of disorderWc versus the
magnetic flux strength (in unit2p) 1yM. The dashed curve
of a 1y

p
M law well fits the data atM $ 16.

is not necessary to have a strongWc comparableto the
bandwidth in order to mix all the positive and negati
Chern numbers. This is significant because the weak-
limit in real materialscorresponds to the case that t
Landau level spacing is much less than the bandwidth,
our results reveal that even in this limit the lattice effe
(due to which one gets negative Chern numbers nea
band center) is still crucial as far as the metal-insula
transitions are concerned. It suggests that the contin
model isoversimplifiedin describing such phenomena
real systems where the lattice structure is always pres

Finally, we would like to make several remarks. First
limited floating-up picture can still be seen if the Landa
level filling number is fixed. The reason is that th
number of localized states below, say, the lowest exten
level atEc1 can beenhancedby stronger disorders, so th
when the filling number is fixed the Fermi level actua
moves down or, relatively, the extended level shifts up
already pointed out by Yang and Bhatt [5]. But such
relative “floating up” for the extended levels before th
destruction is very limited and only within an order of o
Landau level spacing, certainly not infinite, for the lowe
energy extended level as checked by us up toM  192.
Second, the present results suggest that a direct trans
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from higher IQHE to an insulator becomes possibl
after the IQHE plateau structure in Fig. 1 collapses fro
high energy downwards to the Fermi surface regime
a sufficient disorder, in contrast to the prediction fro
the global phase diagram. We shall leave discussio
about comparison with experimental measurements [
elsewhere. Last, a further theoretical understanding
still needed about why the negative Chern numbers n
the band center can soeasily move down to the band
bottom once the neighboring Landau levels start to m
by disorder scattering.
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